LES of a circular jet laden with evaporating liquid drops are conducted t o assess computational-drop modeling and three different SGS-flux models: the Scale Similarity model (SSC), using a constant coefficient calibrated on a temporal mixing layer DNS database, and dynamic-coefficient Gradient and Smagorinsky models (GRD and SMD, respectively). The GRD model was used for LES of an unforced jet, that compared well t o previous DNS at the same jet-diameter Reynolds number of 500. For a forced jet at the same Reynolds number, where the inlet streamwise velocity was perturbed, the three SGS models were compared. The LES had similar results in representing the timeevolution of globally-averaged vorticity and enstrophy, and of ensemble-averaged drop temperature and size. When compared at the same physical time, the LES has similar spatial distributions ef vorticity, drop number density and vapor mass fraction. The jet displayed a series of vortices induced by the forcing, but lacked small scale structures, for which the SMD model has previously shown to perform poorly in LES of a temporal mixing layer. Using the GRD model, the number of computational drops (each representing a number of physical drops) was reduced from the number of physical drops by up to a factor of 64; however, a reduction factor of 32 was found to be the maximum that yielded numbers and spatial distributions of physical drops similar to those obtained at lower reduction factors. 
Introduction
Two-phase (TP) flows occur in many important natural and industrial processes. In many of these processes, such as household cleaning products, pharmaceutical inhalers, office printers, gas turbine engines and spray-chemical-conversion reactors, the gaseous carrier phase transports particles of a liquid dispersed phase, and the two phases exchange mass, momentum and energy. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of TP flows is a useful research tool to investigate the interaction between the carrier phase and the dispersed (particulate) phase. Recent TP DNS include those for solid particles without phase change in isotropic turbulence,1>2 and those for evaporating drops in isotropic t u r b~l e n c e ,~~~ temporal mixing layer^^-^ and jets.8 In these DNS, the gas-phase was computed in an Eulerian frame and the drops were individually tracked in a Lagrangian frame. Following Boivin et al.,I the terminology 'DNS' is retained to refer to simulations in which the turbulent scales of the gas phase are resolved, the particles are smaller than the Kolmogorov scale and the interaction between the gas phase and the particles is modeled. However, DNS of turbulent flows are still relatively computationally expensive. sponding author, josette.bellan@jpl.nasa.gov).
The intent of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is to
replicate the results of the DNS whde reducing both the number of grid points and the number of computed drops. This reduction can be attained by calculating only the largest scales of the turbulence while modeling the subgrid scales (SGSs), and by using computational drops to represent the physical drops, thereby reduchg the c c m p t a t i m d demands of DNS.
However, LES has additional modeling requirements compared to DNS. The gas-phase LES equations are derived by spatially filtering the DNS gas-phase equations, and contain terms that need to be modeled: the SGS fluxes arising from filtering the convective terms, and the filtered source terms (FSTs) representing the effects of the drops on the filtered LES field. Recent LES of TP flows have considered an incompressible gas phase laden with small solid particles, with or t w o -~a y '~~~ coupling, and used physical or computational particles whose evolution was entirely governed by the resolved flow field, that is, neglecting SGS effects on drop evolution. Because the SGS modeling requirement in these LES was confined to the gas phase, SGS-flux models for incompressible single-phase (SP) flow could be used; these LES used Smagorinsky15 (SM) SGS-flux modeling, in constantor dynamic-coefficient implementations (denoted SMC or SMD). The SM model is based on eddy viscosity concepts, and assumes the SGS fluxes to be proportional to the strain rate. The SMC model shows poor correlations with the SGS q~a n t i t i e s ,~ but has been used in recent TP LES of reacting jets. Computational drop, and tracking the computational drops using the same evolution equations as the physical drops, but having the drops encounter the filtered LES field instead of the DNS field, that is, neglecting direct SGS effects on drop evolution. The SMD model was found to be unable to achieve transition to turbulence, attributed to its overly dissipative nature, while the SSC and GRD models performed well in replicating the DNS field for both single-phase (SP) and TP flows. The GRD and SSC models had good predictions of the spatial distribution of the drop number density and of the vapor mass fraction, while the SMD model did not. It was found that the computational-drop model retained accuracy as NR was increased, up to a value of 32.
The LES mixing layer study2' concluded that the developed LES models7 needed to be further tested in a spatial configuration, with the intent of eventual Validation with experimental data. To this end, LES of a jet laden with evaporating liquid drops have been conducted, and are compared with DNS performed for similar flow conditions.8 Section 2 of this paper presents the highlights of the LES methodology, the LES models and the flow configuration. Section 3 discusses the' jet LES results, including flow visualizations, and Snally conclusions and areas for future work are summarized in the last section.
LES Methodology
The LES methodology is described by Okong'o and Bellan,7 along with details of the underlying DNS methodology which is based on the formulation of Miller and Bellaa5 The governing equations are formulated in an Eulerian frame for the gas phase and in a Lagragiaa frame for the drops. The gas phase consists of two species: the carrier gas and the vapor evolving from the drops. The drops are treated as point sources of mass, momentum and energy. This assumption is justified by the dilute (i.e. volumetrically small, 0(10-3)) loading and the size of each particle being much smaller than the Kolmogorov sca1e.l
Gas-Phase Equations
The vector of gas-phase conservative variables is defined as 4 = ( p , pui, pet, pYv} where p is the density, u; is the velocity in the xi coordinate direction, et is the total energy (internal energy, e, plus kinetic energy, u;ui/2) and YV is the vapor (subscript V) mass fraction (the carrier gas, subscript C, mass fraction is Yc; Yc + Yv = 1). The gas-phase LES equations are obtained from spatial filtering of the DNS equations; for a variable +, $ denotes spatial filtering whereas 4 = s / p denotes Favre (density-weighted) spatial filtering. The filtered flow field is denoted as 6, and d is the filter width for the present LES which use a cubictop hat filter. The adopted form of the gas-phase LES equations is:?
where the SGS fluxes are and the FSTs are 3 = (31, S I I ,~, SIII, SI}. The pressure @), the enthalpy ( h ) , the viscous stresses (ut3), the heat flux (q3) and the vapor mass f l u x (jvl) have the same form as for DNS: (7) e (4) = C, (4) T (4) + hFyv = ecyc + evyv, (8) (9) assuming a calorically perfect gas where R(4) = YVRV + YcRc, RV = RU/mv, RG = %/mc, RU is the universal gas constant and m C and mv are the molar weights of the carrier gas and vapor respectively. The mixture heat capacity at constant pressure 
where C has the same functional form for LES as in the DNS but is based on 4 and 2 instead of $ and z. where F i is the drag force, Q is the heat flux, m d is the evaporation rate, and CL is the heat capacity of the drop liquid. Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, which here is a Linear function of tempera-
The drop e v e lution depends on the gas-phase primitive variables, depend essentially on ratios of transport properties through non-dimensional numbers. Therefore, the value of 7 d and thus for a given liquid and drop size, the value of p determines the interaction time between drops and gas.
LES Models
The gas-phase LES equations (Eqs. 1-4) contain terms that cannot be computed hectly from the filtered flow field 4 and that need to be modeled, namely,
( 1 ) the SGS fluxes (~i~, [j, q3) and (2) the FSTs.
Subgrid-scale flux models
For the SGS fluxes, we consider the three models previously used for LES of a temporal mixing layer:20 SSC, using a second, test-level, flter of width A = and the DNS-calibrated7 constant CSS = 1.996, and SMD and GRD using A = 2 5 . Here, the GRD and SMD models use different coefficients for each type of SGS flux, one for r,j, one for <j and one for rlj, denoted C,, Cc and C,, respectively; these coefficients are spatially constant in the domain. SGS-flux models were found to be absolutely necessary in order to compute flows on the LES grids as the simulations performed with no SGS model crashed, this being evidence that the high accuracy of the numerical method (see Section 2.5) does not allow under-resolved computations.
present LES are

Models for filtered source terms
The exact FSTs for the tophat filter used in the 
The FSTs are modeled from the computational drop field, 2, and the filtered primitive variables 4:
where the summation is over the Np computational drops within the filtering volume Vf.
Flow configuration
The initial corhguration of the simulation, similar to the geometry of Abdel-Hameed and Bellan,' is illustrated in The L.ES used the same niumerical scheme as the DNS.8 The LES equations were numerically solved using a fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta temporal integration for time derivatives and an implicit sixth-order central finite differences with eighth-order filtering for spatial derivative^.^' A fourth-order Lagrange interpolation procedure was used to obtain gas-phase variable values at the drop location^.^ The eighth-order filtered was applied every four time steps, and the dynamic coefficients were updated at the same interval.
Results
Unforced Jet
For comparison with the DNS of circular unforced jets, LES were first performed using the GRD model with NR = 1, without any forcing (Ao=O). The domain size was L1 = 2Lz = 2L3 = 8D~=0.16m. The DNS used 240 x 180 x 180 grid points, whereas the LES used 128 x64 x 64 points. The main determinant of the LES resolution was the representation of the circular orifice, although TP DNS' showed little influence of the orifke geometry for circular square and triangular orifices having the same equivalent jet diameter. Both DNS and LES reached steady state by t* = 14. In the DNS,' the criterion for the achievement of the jet steady-state was the invariance in time of the mass flux difference (Q -Qo)/Qo, where Q (21) = JJ puld%Zd23 is the streamwise mass flux and &o = Q (0). This criterion has previously been applied to SP unforced jets.3o Figure 2 represents the mass flux at t* = 14 for GRD LES, which is seen to be similar to that from the DNS8 at t* = 14.2, also plotted. The LES mass flux agrees well with the DNS near the inlet, but ex- in the inflow; furthermore, for the DNS, drops reaching the minimum size were 'frozen' but not removed from the computational domain. The presence of vapor retards evaporation, leading to fewer evaporated drops and hence a higher pn (Figs. 4 and 6) . However, the jet is not saturated, so Y~T continues to increase downstream, resulting in an overall lugher YV for the DNS than the LES (Fig. 4) . These discrepancies have little impact on the jet dynamics, as the vorticity levels are comparable in the DNS and the LES (Figs. 3  and 5 ).
Forced Jet
For the forced jet, LES were performed using the SMD, GRD and SSC SGS-flux models. These simulations, summarized in This suggests that most of the computational effort is being expended on the gas phase. Figure 7 illustrates the time evolution of various global quantities for the LES wizh NR = 1. Initially, the domain is devoid of drops. The time evolution
Evolution of global quantities
of Nd ( Fig. 7(a) ) encompasses in its history both the number of drops that have exited the domain at the outlet boundaries and the number of drops that have been removed by evaporation. By the time t' =30, Nd oscillates around a value of 620000. Compared to the unforced jet, the forced jet requires a longer time for Nd,evap to achieve a conkant rate ( Fig. 7(b) ): this rate becomes constant at t*=15 for the unforced jet but at t*=23 for the forced jet. The longer time required for the forced jet to achieve a stationary state can be explained by the longer time required for the jet to establish its response to the inlet conditions. The other global quantities illustrated in Fig. 7 stretching and tilting, an important mechanism for turbulence production), the resolved kinetic energy ature) and { { &)} (drop diameter-squared), where (0) denotes volumetric-averaging over the d o m h and {{}} denotes ensemble-averaging over all the computational drops. All the global gas-phase quantities exhibit a response to the forcing, matching exactly its frequency; the drops statistics also have the same response. The GFD and SSC LES show higher levels of vorticity than the SMD LES in both the stream wise and spanwise directions; this difference is more noticeable in the streamwise direction as SMD reaches values 24% lower than the GRD LES, which in turn reaches values 14% lower than the SSC LES. Similarly, the SMD LES kinetic energy is lower, by about 5%, than that of the SSC and GRD LES (Fig. 7(f) 
to the unforced jet, the forced jet has higher vorticity and enstrophy levels, created by the oscillation of the jet streamwise velocity component, and smaller hotter
To determine the behavior of the dynamic models, the time evolution of the dynamic coefficients is presented in Fig. 8 for the SMD and GRD models. The SMD C, is not shown as its range is two to three orders of magnitude larger than that of C, and C,. The distinctive feature of the time-evolution is that, for both models, the coefficients exhibit a response to the forcing, clearly seen as a pattern of repeating peaks. For example the initial perturbation has a frequency 
Flow visualizations
Complementing the global quantities, flow visualizations allow for a qualitative comparison of the different SGS models. Plotted in Fig. 9 are w3 and wiw, for the GRD, SMD and SSC LES with NR = 1 at t* = 30, in the spanwise center-plane ( 5 3 = 0). For each case, five vortices are present. The three models have similar predictions of the size and location of each vortex, although the SMD has slightly higher local magnitude of vorticity. These findings are consistent to those for the temporal mixing layer,20 where the SMD model only captured the largest scale vortices biit was -inable to reproduce smaller structures, as the jet here shows little small-scale activity. Figure 10 shows w3 at three different downstream locations, and the vortices of Fig. 9 are seen to be symmetrical to the plane 5 3 = 0. The vortices in the three LES have similar shapes and vorticity levels as they are convected downstream. Fig. 11 are pn and Yv, at the same time and in the same plane as in Fig. 9 . As for the vorticity, all LES have similar results, although the SMD LES has slightly higher pn and Yv. The LES show regions of low ,on, which correspond to regions of high vorticity in Fig. 9 , consistent with experimental Figure 12 shows pn at the same planes as Fig. 10 , and here again the three LES resemble one another, although the SMD LES pn at the farthest downstream location seems slightly less uniform that the GRD and SSC LES at the same location. . results are plotted in Fig. 11. Up to a reduction 4 Conclusions LES of a jet laden with evaporating drops were conducted using various SGS-flux models: dynamic Smagorinsky (SMD), dynamic Gradient (GRD) and constant-coefficient Scale-Similarity (SSC). The SSC model used a coefficient previously calibrated on a DNS database, while the dynamic models did not require calibration a~ their model coefficients were computed from the LES field during LES. An accurate numerical algorithm, sixth-order in space and fourthorder in time, was used to integrate the gas-phase and drop evolution equations. ,The drops were tracked in a Lagrangian frame, while the gas-phase was computed in an Eulerian frame. The effect of (physical or computational) drops on the flow field was embodied in filtered source terms (FSTs) in the gas-phase equations, and the drops were taken to be affected by the filtered flow field, without direct SGS effects. The SGS models were essential to LES, as the absence of any SGS models caused the simulations to end after only a few time steps. LES of an unforced jet with a jet-diameter Reynolds number of 500, using the GRD model and the same number of computational as physical drops, were compared to previous DNS of similar flow conditions. The steady-state was reached at the same time for LES as the DNS, and LES-predicted vorticity and streamwise mass flux were in good agreement with the DNS.
Plotted in
LES of a forced jet was conducted for the same jet Reynolds number as for the-unforced jet, using the same number of computational as physical drops. Similar results were obtained from the three SGS models, both for global and local quantities, including vorticity components, drop number density and vapor mass fraction. The LES all showed regions of low drop number density corresponding to high vorticity regions. However, no small scale structures were observed; this lack of small structure contributed to the similar performance of the three SGS models, as the SMD model has previously been shown to perform poorly in replicating the resolved small scales. Using the GRD model, the number of computational drops was reduced, with up to a factor of 64 fewer computational than physical drops. The LES with a reduction factor of 32 retained most of the characteris-tics of the LES with the full number of physical drops, but degradation of the results was observed for a reduction factor of 64. Future Drop number density (m-3), unforced jet at t*=14: DNS (top) and LES using GRD model and 
